In this work we give su cient conditions for the nite convergence of descent algorithms for solving variational inequalities involving generalized monotone mappings.
Introduction
Recently, Burke and Ferris 5] have introduced su cient conditions for the nite identi cation, by iterative algorithms, of local minima associated with mathematical programs. To this aim, they introduced the notion of a weak sharp minimum, which extends the notion of a sharp or strongly unique minimum to mathematical programs admitting non isolated local minima. In our work, we extend their results and those of Al-Khayyal and Kyparisis 1] to generalized monotone variational inequalities, and provide a characterization of their solution sets.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the main de nitions. In Section 3, we reformulate VIP as a convex program and show that its objective is continuously di erentiable at any solution of VIP, under a regularity assumption. In Section 4 we introduce the notion of weak sharpness for VIP and derive a necessary and su cient condition for a solution set to be weakly sharp. Finally, Section 5 addresses the nite convergence of iterative algorithms for solving variational inequalities whose solution set is weakly sharp.
Notation and de nitions
Let X denote a nonempty, closed and convex subset of R n and let F be a mapping from X into R n . We consider the variational inequality problem (VIP) that consists in nding a vector x 2 X that satis es the variational inequality:
hF(x ); x ? x i 0 8x 2 X;
(1) where hx; yi denotes the Euclidian inner product of two vectors in R n . Throughout the paper, we will denote by X the set of solutions of the variational inequality (1) .
If X is a subset of R n , its polar set X is de ned as: X := fy 2 R n : hy; xi 0; 8x 2 Xg: We denote by int(C) the interior of a set C. The projection of a point x 2 R n onto the set X is de ned as: proj X (x) := arg min y2X kx ? yk:
If X is a convex set, its normal cone at x is:
fy 2 R n : hy; z ? xi 0 8z 2 Xg if x 2 X; ; otherwise,
and its tangent cone at x is: T X (x) := N X (x)] : Using this notation, one has that a vector x is a solution of VIP if and only if
or, equivalently: proj T X (x ) (?F(x )) = 0:
A mapping F from a convex set X into R n is monotone on X if, for all x, y in hF(x); x ? x i 0 8x 2 X:
(13) It follows that the solution set of VIP is closed and convex. The proof of this result is identical to that given in Auslender 2] for monotone variational inequalities. Note that we cannot substitute quasimonotonicity for pseudomonotonicity in (13) , as shown by the VIP involving the quasimonotone function F (x) = x 2 and the set X = R. We de ne the dual gap function G(x) associated with VIP as:
G(x) = max z2X hF(z); x ? zi (14) = hF(ỹ); x ?ỹi whereỹ is any point in the set (x) := arg max z2X hF(z); x ? zi:
Since the function G is the pointwise supremum of a ne functions, it is closed and convex on X. Moreover, G is nonnegative and achieves its minimum value (zero) only at points of X that satisfy the original variational inequality. Thus, any solution of VIP is a global minimum for the convex optimization program
If F is pseudomonotone + , the dual gap function G enjoys the nice properties given in the theorem below.
Theorem 1 Let F be continuous and pseudomonotone + on X. Then:
(i) F is constant over X .
(ii) For any x in X , F is constant and equal to F (x ) over (x ).
(iii) (x ) = X for any x in X .
(iv) If X is compact, then G is continuously di erentiable over X , and rG(x ) = F (x ) for all x in X .
Proof (i) Let x and x be any two solutions of VIP. It follows from (1) and (13) that:
hF ( (21) (iv) From a result of Danskin 4 ] the derivative of G at x in the direction d is given by the expression:
since, by (ii), F is constant and equal to F (x ) over (x ). Thus, G is continuously di erentiable at every point x 2 X , with gradient rG(x ) = F (x ): 2
Sharp solutions of variational inequalities
Recently, in the context of convex smooth optimization, Burke and Ferris 5] have extended the notion of a strongly unique solution to optimization problems whose solution set is not necessarily a singleton. To this aim, they introduced the notion of a weak sharp solution for a convex minimization problem. We recall that the solution set X is weakly sharp for the program min x2X f(x) if there exists a positive number (modulus of sharpness) such that: 
Since VIP lacks a`natural' objective function, it is natural to de ne weak sharpness of the solution set of a variational inequality with reference to (23). Precisely, we say that the solution set of VIP is weakly sharp if we have, for any x in X :
Alternatively, one could have de ned weak sharpness with respect to an`arti cial' convex programming reformulation of VIP. If F is pseudomonotone, an obvious choice for such a reformulation is the one based on the dual gap function de ned earlier (see (14) and (15)). This would have led to the de nition:
dist(x; X ): (25) for all x in X. If this condition is ful lled, the function G provides an error bound for the distance from a feasible point to the set of solutions to VIP. The constant is again called the modulus of sharpness for the solution set X . Note that the very evaluation of G at a point x requires the solution of a possibly nonconvex mathematical program.
From this point on, we will adopt the geometric condition (24) as the de nition of weak sharpness, and show that both de nitions are actually equivalent whenever F is pseudomonotone + .
Theorem 2 Let F be continuous and pseudomonotone + over the compact set X.
Let the solution set X of VIP be nonempty. Then X is weakly sharp if and only if there exists a positive number such that:
Proof Let B denote the unit ball in R n . We rst prove that the inclusion If ?F(x ) 2 int ( T x2X T X (x)\N X (x)] ) for all x in X then there must exist a positive number such that (26) is satis ed, for every x 2 X . From the above derivation, we have that hF(x ); zi kzk for every z in T X (x ) \ N X (x ): Now set, for x in X: x = proj X (x). Clearly, x ? x 2 T X ( x) \ N X ( x) and there follows:
hF( x); x ? xi kx ? xk = dist(x; X ): Since G is a convex function, di erentiable at x 2 X , we have: 
2
We now show, by means of an example, that pseudomonotonicity of F is too weak a condition for the above result to hold. Indeed consider the variational inequality de ned by the two-dimensional mapping F (x) = (?x 2 ; 2x 1 ) and the set X = f0 x 1 1; 0 x 2 1g. One can check that the mapping F is pseudomonotone but not pseudomonotone + on X. Indeed, F is not constant over its solution set X = fx 2 X : x 2 = 0g, in contradiction with the rst statement of Theorem 1. We have: i.e., x = 2 arg maxfhz; yi : y 2 Xg, which brings the conclusion, by contradiction. Next, let ?F(x ) 2 K for x 2 X . In the rst part of the proof, it has been established that arg maxfh?F(x ); yi : y 2 Xg X Letx be in X . We have, as before: hF(x );x ? x i = 0: Now, for any y in X: hF(x );x ? yi = hF(x );x ? x i + hF(x ); x ? yi 0:
Therefore,x 2 ?(x ) and X ?(x ). By gathering the two preceding inclusions, we conclude that arg maxfh?F(x ); yi : y 2 Xg = X , as claimed. Under condition (ii) the result (31) is still valid for every x 2 X , and we obtain the result as a consequence of the convergence of the sequence fkF(x k ) ? F (x )kg k to zero. 
We will now use this result to provide a geometric characterization of sequences that achieve the nite identi cation of a solution to VIP.
Theorem 6 Let F be pseudomonotone + and continuous over the compact set X. Let the solution set X of VIP be weakly sharp. Let fx k g be a subsequence with elements in X such that the real sequence fdist(x k ; X )g converges to zero. If But, from the weak sharpness property, one has:
Now, for x k close to x in X we have, using (32):
Therefore, for all k su ciently large:
This completes the proof. 
From the uniform continuity of F and H, the right-hand-side of the above inequality converges to zero, and we obtain that fproj T X (x k+1 ) (?F(x k+1 )g converges to zero, as claimed.
Combining Theorem 6 and the above Lemma 1, we obtain the following result:
Theorem 7 Under the assumptions of Theorem 6 and Lemma 1, the general iterative algorithm for solving VIP based on the auxiliary problem (34) generates a sequence fx k g such that, for all k su ciently large, x k is a solution of VIP.
Recently, Zhu and Marcotte 17] have proposed a descent framework for VIP, based on the auxiliary variational inequality (34), that includes as particular cases Fukushima's projective method 7] and Taji et al's Newton method 15] (see also Fukushima 8] or Larsson and Patriksson 9] for a survey of descent methods for VIP). Given a mapping H(w; x) de ned on X X, continuous and strongly monotone with respect to the variable x and such that H(x; x) coincides with the values F (x) of the original mapping, a direction d k is speci ed, at iteration k, as The iterate x k+1 is then obtained by minimizing some merit function (related to the auxiliary mapping H) along the direction d k . Under a suitable assumption, we have that d k is a descent direction for the merit function at the point x k , and it can be shown that d k converges to zero, while both w k and x k converge to a solution of VIP. If F and H are both uniformly continuous, respectively on X and X X, we then obtain that proj T X (w k ) (?F(w k )) converges to zero. If, furthermore, the assumptions of Theorem 6 are satis ed, the sequence fx k g converges to x after a nite number of iterations.
